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Abstract 
Nigeria is currently experimenting with the fourth phase in its democratic 
experience. The three previous phases have had to be truncated by the 
inability or even unwillingness of the political class to play by the rules of 
the game. These phases ended midway as a result of the difficult question of 
transition. In these examples, the western region had played a prominent role 
in the process of this difficult transition. It was the contest in 1965, 1983 
and the ill-fated June 12 imbroglio that have contributed in the inability to 
transfer power. The fourth republic seem to be headed in that direction except 
the political class is willing to learn. Indeed from the indication so far the 
contest would be keen not only in the south-west but all over the country. This 
paper intends to look at these processed as build-up to the present 
experiment. It would posit that without the desired to learn from history the 
present democracy would have no future. 

The presence of things past is in memory;  

The presence of things present is in intuitions; The 
presence of things future is in expectation. St. 
Augustine of Hippo. 

Introduction 
It is arguable that democracy constitutes both the main buzz-word and activity of these times. 

The preoccupation is hardly surprising in view of the fact that development within the international 
system have generated a situation in which the global democratic ferment could not but be inevitable '. 
The developments include the fall of the Soviet Union and the consequent recession of the power-play 
between the then superpowers, as well as the turn-around in Eastern Europe 2. The developed world 
has altered its priority from combating communism and its dreaded spread to promoting and managing 
ideas as democracy, human rights and liberal economics. 

Africa was not left out in the on-going change sweeping the world. Despite the seeming 
detached profile of the African continent from mainstream of these global currents, the continent has 
inspite of itself, been drawn into the vortex of the democratic ferments. The result is the mass 
production of democracies and the seeming inability of the leadership to evolve an acceptable process of 
transfer of power. Thus in the former case the continent is going through an upsurge that is 
reminiscent of the heady fifties and sixties when the colonialists had to beat a hasty retreat. Of the 
latter the colonial order has since given way to a post-colonial order that is as authoritarian and 
insensitive to the general weal. The situation has produced two distinct patterns from the 
democratization waves in Africa evolve an orderly transition process thus inviting the military. It is the 
view of this paper that the current process appeared set on that course except deliberate efforts are 
made to forestall it. 

The work would review the past two republics and the ill-fated third republic as a build-up to the 
present transition. The unfolding fourth republic would enable us understand if this difficult question 
of re-election would still truncate the democratic process. 

Conceptual Clarification 
At stake in this discussion is the question of democracy and its elements. Contemporary 

transition to democracy are part of a long historical process which begun, at least symbolically for the 
Western World, in the fifth century BCE Athens. 



Parallels to what occurred there can be found in other cultures outside the Western tradition. In 
ancient Athens, democracy meant direct participation by the people in government but such 
participation was strictly limited to those who qualified as citizens. The Athenians did not 
acknowledge the existence of universal claims to freedom, equality or rights, whether political rights or 
more broadly, human rights. 

Gradually the parameters for the debate on good government - one which maintained order but 
also protect rights and pursued justice - were being established. Plato saw Athenian democracy as a 
recipe for anarchy. Aristotle viewed democracy as the worst form of government. Yet when 
monarchy degenerated into tyranny and aristocratic rule into oligarchy, democracy was the "best of the 
three forms of bad government1'. 

As much as Aristotle tried to reason out the lesser evil between the "three forms of bad 
government", the Roman jurist Cicero found it hard to decide between monarchy, in which a king 
expresses love for the people; aristocracy; in which wisdom prevails in counsel; or democracy, for the 
freedom which it gives to the people. Regardless of this difficulty, for Cicero, sovereignty resided in the 
"people". A rule which affects all should be approved by all. Kings and princes did not rule by divine 
right according to custom and tradition, but according to laws which were made in the interests of the 
people. Power needed to be depersonalized. Thus law for the protection of person and property 
against tyranny. 

A popular definition of democracy is the government of people by the people and for the  
people. Thus it has been posited that a society which tries to give ordinary people a strong influence in 
what decisions are made, are known as 'democracies^.   A true democracy would be a society in 
which every decision made by the government was voted on by the members of the society.   This 
view has been criticized as being too complicated. In place of this is a system called “representative 
democracy", in which certain people are elected to represent the interest of communities.    This 
definition fits into the picture prevalent in most emerging democracies in which elections represent the 
be-all and end-all of democratic participation.   But a democracy is more than just voting once every 
four years for a representative.   It also involves freedom to express opinions critical of the 
government, to have uncensored media, free from government control and an independent legal 
system. 

All systems of government which have reasonable claim to the title representative 
government - today embody certain basic principles and procedures which comprise the democratic 
system. These key elements in the democratic system were developed piecemeal as a result of 
political struggles and conflict in many different contexts. 

An essential element in democracy is regular voting. The process would be referred to as reelection.   
But as has been opined in the foregoing and given emphasis here, democracy cannot be reduced to a 
visit to the polls every four years.    Allowing this ritual would inevitably reduce democracy to 
an ideology manipulated by the state.  This is what democracy is turning out to be in . most African  
States and even the guarantee of peaceful visits to the polls every four years is not  certain. The spate 
of violence and scheming that have followed this process in Africa is indicative of the interest in the 
contest. The Nigerian situation and the role of the Western Region has indicated a consistent pattern 
emerging each time the re-election ritual approaches. What may differ this time around would be in the 
degree as other constituent parts of the nation have shown traces of intolerance too. 

The consent involved and the violence that always ensued in each re-election year points to a 
skewed notion of democracy. Democracy is rather an on-going quest for justice, the development of 
moral people who are able to participate fully in the body politic and of institutions which allow and 
foster such participation. Beyond these it is simply a means to protect self-interest. 

The First Republic 
In spite of the optimism that greeted the independence of Nigeria, the nature of the 

government that emerged gave a clue to the character of politics thence. The new government had the 
NCNC-NPC going into coalition and the A.G. in the opposition. The realization soon dawned on the 
leadership that mobilizing citizens for development presented problems entirely different from the 
simple issue of indigenous as against alien rule on which they had ridden to power. The independent 



state was beset with problems of ethnicity and regionalism. The nationality to which all states laid 
claim was nothing but a colonial superstructure hastily erected over diverse people with only a small 
minority of the educated having a strong sense of allegiance wider than the ethnic group. It was this 
allegiance to the region and ethnic group as comprised in the Nigerian constitution and the intense 
rivalry and competition that shaped the politics of the first republic. 

With the fa9ade of coalition few African leaders saw any useful solution in the 
confrontational party politics of the Western world. All of them were, by Western standards, men of the 
political left and most of them saw much more relevance in the Marxist-Leninist idea of political party as 
the instrument of a vangauardist elite, tolerating no organized opposition and designed to enlist the 
masses behind a single philosophy and political programme. 

The regime in Nigeria's first republic may have varied from the above scenario slightly. Of the 
many factors over and above the historical, regional and ethnic differences that had proved stumbling 
blocks on Nigerian's path to independence, the following summary stand out as contributing to the 
situation that made the military coup of January 1966. 

By the end of 1965 the politicians had earned almost universal contempt for their corruption, 
profligacy and lack of real concern for those they ruled and who had elected them; violation of the 
provision of the constitution and the slight advantage conferred on the Northern region in size and 
therefore representation, bedeviled politics in the years preceding the coup. Others include the 
creation of the Midwest in the A.G. dominated area while leaving the regions of the coalition intact. Nor 
was the A.G.'s own attitude on minorities in the country free form this political calculation. The party 
developed to be the chief spokesman of the minority groups outside the Western region. The motive, 
here of course, was to undermine and weaken its rival political parties in their regions of prominence 
and, therefore, in the nation generally. It was, between the ruling party and the opposition, a 
question of who had the opportunity to move first. 

In perfecting what a newspaper described as the art of walking on the brink of disaster 
without falling in, the coalition pursued policies like the enquiry into National Bank, the declaration of 
the state of emergency and exploiting the rift between Awolowo and Akintola resulting in the latter's 
suspension in Jos in 1962 for maladministration, anti-party activities and gross indiscipline. It became 
obvious that the federal government seemed set on crushing the A.G. systematically. To cap the process, 
Chief Awolowo was tried and sentenced to jail for treason. 

The coalition between the NPC and NCNC would not last. The concern of the NCNC had still 
to be addressed since they bordered on the same worries like those of the A.G. With the A.G. 
emasculated, the uncomfortable bed-fellows, lacking a common opponent, began to turn on each 
other. The disputed 1962 unofficial census result and the fresh one conducted in 1963 provided the 
flash point. The West and the East rejected the result. 

The 1964 federal election was fought in the context of the census controversy and the fears 
that the South would forever be politically subjugated to the North. Like the expediency that 
produced the coalition, the NCNC and the A.G. announced that they would campaign jointly in the 
election shortly after the formation of the NNA. The NCNC, AG, UMBC, NEPU came together and 
formed the UPGA. The situation deteriorated as the tone of politics took a serious turn for the worse. 
Vicious attacks were launched on the "Igbo opportunists" and in the South equally venomous attacks 
were made on Northerners in the press. 

The 1965 Western region election was a far cry from the 1964 federal election. The election in 
1965 was accompanied by barefaced rigging while threats, bribes, beatings, arson and even murder 
became the order of the day. Law and order had broken down in the West and the federal government did 
not to proclaim a state of emergency. Two sets of results were announced on different radios controlled 
by the alliances. One declared the UPGA victorious and the other announced the victory of NNDP. 
Thereafter despite the presence of troops in Ibadan, the West became lawless as political execution, 
beatings and arson became prevalent. 

The Second Republic 
However hard those planning the second republic tried, those who emerged as leaders and 



parties were, for all intents and purposes, the "same old politicians", as Fela opined in the track 
"Army Arrangement". The character of the parties reflected the old traditions. The transition election 
that gave the NPN national leadership was presided by the military and many believed that it was 
manipulated to give the party the reign of power. 

The year 1982 had all the trappings of re-election tension just as 2002. During this time the 
ruling party had thoroughly discredited itself in the management of affairs of the nation. As an 
indication of dissatisfaction, Abiola left the party in July 1982 following disagreement over zoning 
policy of the party. Chief Abiola's desire to run for the top job for which he had dedicated his 
resources was thwarted by party chieftains. In frustration, he quit the party and politics. 

The disposition of the ruling NPN had made the repeat of the alliance of the First Republic 
necessary for the other parties who saw no other way of defeating the party. Thus in the 1983 election , 
the UPN, NPP, GNPP and PRP formed the People Progressive Alliance (PPA) with the opportunity to act 
collectively. The NPN was determined to maintain control of the government in its control and to expand 
its influence to other areas and to secure an overwhelming majority in both houses of the National 
Assembly. The PPA was also determine to wrest power from the NPN. The battle line was drawn as far 
back 1979. 

To achieve this objective of overwhelming victory, Dr. Okadigbo, a major actor in the period outlined the 
strategies adopted. He described the successive and successful 'seduction' of leading members of other 
parties by contrivance of temporary accords, a move which made opponents suffer considerable loss of 
image, followership and ground. Another strategy and one which sought to recreate what is, with the 
current 2003 clamour, becoming a consistent strategy on the art of mainstream party against the West, 
was the NPN adoption of strong personalities in the UPN, who were disappointed with the nomination 
process of their party especially in Ondo and Oyo States. The  
frustration felt by the late Justice Minister in losing to Chief Falae in the AD presidential nomination may 
have explained his fraternization with the ruling party. 

The election of 1983 were held in a highly charged atmosphere, featuring high-blown charges and 
counter allegations by the participants and the announcement of conflicting electoral results by sources 
both authorized and unauthorized. Brigadier Sani Abacha's announcement toppling the government was 
a fulfillment of the state credited to NPN functionaries about the military being the only opposition. The 
junta leader's characterization of the 1983 election as anything but "free and fair" with evidence of 
rigging and thuggery being relative to the resources available to the parties, summed up the feelings of 
most Nigerians. Corruption and indiscipline have attained unprecedented height in the past four years 
blaming the leadership as the "source of immorality and impropriety in our society". 

The Second Republic ended in December 1983 with smouldering ruins of houses in Ondo 
State and charred bodies of victims still uncleared. This was blamed on old NPN crooks who rigged the 
election not only in the South-West, but in the whole country. The crooks referred to were the trio of 
Chief Sunday Afolabi, Richard Akinjide and A.M.A. Akinloye, the current agent provocateurs and 
P.D.P Henchmen in the South-West. They were the architects of the terror and disorder of the better 
forgotten NPN's attempt to take over the South-West by dubious means in 1983. Interestingly they were 
central to the crisis that precipitated the collapse of the Second Republic. 

The Unfolding Fourth Republic 
Great cynicism and reluctance were expressed concerning the intentions of the military in the 

transition to the third republic. The incessant postponements, cancellations and prevarications, had 
worn out Nigerians and subsequently polarized most national institutions. The newspapers and 
magazines were full of speculation about the intentions of Babangida ever since he mounted the 
presidency in 1985. The general attitudes of Nigerians were reflected in the statement of Pini Jason and 
General Obasanjo. The Columnist was of the view that if you can't tolerate the two candidates -Abiola 
and Tofa -just take it that your vote was really to evict Babangida from Aso Rock. This view rhymed 
with those of Professor Femi Osofisan's thesis that democracy became attractive only because of the 
memory of the military. 

General Obasanjo had also reflected the feelings of Nigerians on the proposed June 12th 

election. According to the General, "he did not think any election would held on June 12""'. He was only 



prepared to believe what he sees and not promises from a government that can hardly be trusted. What 
became of the election and the explanation for it is common knowledge. What is important here is the 
fact that the South West provided yet another flash-point that almost brought the country to the brink. 
Summing up the distrust of the regime, Newswatch opined that no one knows whether President 
Babangida will allow himself to be persuaded to elongate his stay beyond August 27, but everyone 
know that either way, August 27 was the day destiny. 

The handwriting are once again on the walls on the road map to re-election following the 
successful disengagement of the military from politics in May 1999. The pages of newspapers, 
magazine, radio and general opinion surveys indicate a very close and keen contest in the horizon for all 
categories of elective offices in the race for re-election. Almost all incumbents are seeking reelection 
and there is the tenacity of aspirants to unseat them. 

The confusion in the country is largely predicated on the second term syndrome, the inordinate quest 
for re-election at local, state and federal levels, including legislators and councillors. This is the 
cankerworm that had bedeviled the Fourth Republic and it can kill it if care is not taken. In pursuit of the 
second term syndrome, the political terrain have witnessed some unorthodox practices on the part of 
politicians. 

One such practice was the fraudulent insertion of the proviso of clause 80 to the Electoral Act 
which sought to bar new parties from participating in the 2003 general elections. The contentious 
clause 80 (ic) states that only political parties that win 15 percent of candidates for chairmanships and 
councillorships elections spread among two thirds of states including the F.C.T. shall be allowed to 
participate in the state and general elections. The plot was indicative of the anxiety of the executive and 
the legislature and gave a lie to the claim by the ruling party stalwarts that the emergence of the new 
political associations seeking registration, does not constitute a threat to the existence or popularity 
of the ruling part. Having successfully weakened the existing parties through measures such as 
incentives, co-opting, seduction and engineering crisis in their ranks through its agency, it viewed the 
registration of new parties as big threat in an otherwise managed environment. 

The on-going democratic experience in Nigeria has received so much review bordering on the 
negative. The Economist of London, according to Soni Ebi Audimen, delivered the truth with its 
bitter garnishing, when it wrote off our democracy as unimpressive or outright fake because the 
elections between 2002 and 2003 may be marred by fraud and rigging; slow reforms by national 
assembly; self serving political elites and failure to improve the living standards of the people. 

hi the "Friday Discourse" 121, the writer listed efforts of the president to hold on the power 
beyond 2003 and possibly 2007. They include his tight-grip on the ruling party, poaching on other 
parties, appointment of resident electoral officers, forging electoral law and under funding the 
electoral commission. 

The forthcoming council election and the on-going controversies surrounding its handling has 
provided a clue of the contest to expect. The Supreme Court declared illegal the National Assembly 
extension of the tenures of local government councils and ordered the conduct of fresh election. The 
affair of the councils had pitched the National Assembly and state governors in confrontation whose end 
bordered on their individual political calculations. Everyday fresh hurdles are throw up in the way of 
a peaceful conduct of council pools and each of these hurdles has the potentials of throwing spanners in 
the wheels of Nigeria's nascent democracy. The bulk of the ambiguity is rooted and built unto the 1999 
Constitution. 

The council election would serve as a test case. In the view of Olaniyan, how can the 2002 
election be credible enough as to give a possible signal that the 2003 polls which will mark the first 
transition from civilian will be fair, free, transparent and produce legitimate governments. This is in 
view of the fact that the bane of democracy in this part of the world is the inability of politicians to 
conduct credible elections. Many Nigerians have been apprehensive over whether the 2003 polls will 
also be the harbinger of the political holocaust as it happened in 1964 and 1983. 

Nigerian apprehension is justified by the prevalence of the strategy Okadigbo described as "seduction'1 
used in the 1983 election by the NPN. The ruling party is not leaving anything to chance. There are cases 



of high profile cross-carpeting and decamping mostly from the other parties to the ruling party. Parties 
are jettisoning whatever claim to ideological pretensions in order to partake in the winners' feast. In 
Ebonyi State, where Egwu and Anyim are jostling for the control of party machinery, 8 ANPP and AD 
members of the House of Assembly decamped into PDF citing the crisis that engulfed the parties at the 
"national levels", as the reason. It was the desire of the decampees to "join the PDF to fully participate in 
the on-going democracy". It was also the view of the spokesman that as "vibrant politicians, we cannot 
continue to remain stagnated, we want to belong to a lively party". Considering the contest between the 
senate president and the governor, a lot of resources is been swayed around and tempting enough to 
make them want to participate in the "on-going democracy", by belonging to a "lively party". 

Senators Wahab Dosunmu, Yemi Brimoh-Yusuf and Fidelis Okoro all formerly elected on the 
platform of the AD decided to quit their party for the ruling party. Senator Francis A. Nzeribe, Alex 
Kadiri and Bob John Nwanunu, all of the ANPP moved to the PDF. They justified their actions as 
being in the "best interest of the political situation in the country, of the people of Nigeria and 
Nigerians and of the senate. The antecedents of Nzeribe and his utterances against the party he 
recently joined calls for concern. 

This trend has become an everyday affair. Most of the decampees have their eyes on 2003 
having assessed their position in relation to the ruling .party and concluded that the surest way of 
remaining relevant was to make the early switch. However Chief Lar has alleged that the spate of 
decamping has nothing to do with 2003. 

Closely associated with switching party is the fact that potential candidates are busy building 
their war chests. Thus some are recruiting secret cult members from the universities while others are 
propping up the ethnic militia which they hope to use during the campaigns and elections. Such 
contingency becomes necessary because incumbency is a strong factor in Nigerian politics and those 
who hope to beat the incumbents must build a bigger war chest and bigger militias. 

There is the unmistakable rise in the level of intolerance and outright violence all over the 
country. Virtually no state has been spared the orgy of bloodletting. While admitting that it was part of 
the process of releasing bottled-up emotion held up during the military era, later developments have 
serous political undertones. In Nigeria, violence has never been separate from politics. Even the freest 
and fairest election like the aborted 1993 presidential election were not without pocket of bloodletting. 
Nigerian politicians seem not be learn from history. The tempo of the race to the 2003 election has 
unnecessarily heightened, no small thanks to the Nigerian press and politicians themselves. 

hi "Before the Hurricane", Oyatomi was of the view that Nigerian is sliding again with an 
ominous cloud thickening above the horizon of the nation. This was because the political class has 
ruptured the democratic gains made in 1999. Through their greed and graft, combined with 
horrendous ambition, they have manipulated the political atmosphere by deceit, intrigues, betrayal, 
backslapping and now murder. This was done because they want to be and remain permanently in 
power for the purpose of self-gratification. In the restive Niger-Delta, an association has resolved, in 
spite of the use of the instrument of the government to try and intimidate them that "we shall and will 
show them that the collective will, desire and demands of the youth in the Niger-Delta council cannot and 
will never be suppressed". 

Even the president seemed to imply threat of violence in his widely quoted assertion that there 
would be dire consequence for the country should he not contest the election of 2003. Although he 
subsequently denied it alleging he was quoted out of context, he refused to explain how the whole media 
could have gotten the president wrong and does little to erase the impression on the mind of the people. 
Governor Mbadinuju of Anambra State alleged that a large quantity of firearms had been stockpiled by a 
politician in the state as part of plans to unleash mayhem in the state during the fourth coming campaign. 
He asserted that his government was not bothered by the discovery because it was ready to contain any 
attempt to cause trouble in the state. The rift between Anyim and Egwu has - deepened. The issue at 
stake apparently is power, basically the control of the political landscape of the state. The contest has 
since degenerated into deaths and destruction between factions in the party. Almost all states in the 
country are embroiled in such power struggle with the accompanying violence. The most recent being 
the one in Plateau State. 



But the real flashpoint in the upsurge of political violence is the South-West. It has been 
alleged that the ruling party was busy recruiting "Old NPN crooks" whose undemocratic activities 
ruined the Second Republic, as part of its desperate efforts aimed at getting a "landslide victory" in 2003 
elections. It has also been alleged that these people are being used to destabilize the South-West 
politically, all as part of their strategies for 2003 elections. It warned that should that be allowed to take 
place like it happened in 1983, there will be a revolution, because the people will never allow that to 
happen again. Richard Akinjide and A.M.A. Akinloye have straddled the South-West political crisis 
from the First Republic to date. Indeed Akinjide was quoted as saying that the ruling party would meet 
any party money for money and influence for influence and the two were a significant 'presence in 
Obasanjo's messianic declaration to contest the 2003 election. 

Since 2003 is the workhouse for all these preparation, the airwaves and the print media are rent 
and suffocated with the maneuvering and the shenanigans about 2003 re-elections. The biggest disaster 
of the struggle for 2003 is the cruel murder of Bola Ige. Ige's death indicate that 2003 could be a 
disaster waiting to happen. Indications of restiveness have been noted. Honourable Odunayo Olagbaju 
was murdered four days before Ige. Both were allies of the warring governor and his deputy. 

The South-West generally tagged the wild, wild West has taken the lead and others followed. 
"Politicians in the West never quarrel but they fight", observed Debo Sobowale. Whenever they 
fight, funeral follows". It was so during the colonial days in the first elections leading to the 
emergence of Chief Awolowo as the Premier of Western Region. Till today, he observed further, 
thuggery and violence including murder have become a part of our political culture. There has been no 
regime without violence and bloodshed, partly because we know no other language and partly because 
some of the animosities arising from differences in the 1950s and 1960s have been carried over into 
today's politics. However these differences haven described as imaginery prejudices built over the 
years for political gains. There was never any quarrel between ordinary Nigerians and if there were, 
you would find out it was created by the elites. 

The hostilities has been more enduring in the South-West. Perhaps it would be proper to posit the 
question. Why the South-West? Every civilian regime from the first started with the break-up of the 
AG to the present one has resulted in great upheavals. During the 1960s it was "wetie", 
pyromaniacs were in great demand, paid by politicians, to burn down opponents' building invariably at 
nights to ensure that maximum number of lives and properties were lost. The Second Republic ended 
December 1983 with smouldering ruins of houses in Ondo State and charred bodies of victims still 
uncleared. The Third Republic became history but not before several houses, cars and people were put 
to the torch. The Fourth Republic is again treading the paths followed by the others. It was Sobowale's 
contention that with the development so far, things could only get worse since "Yoruba politicians 
neither forgive nor forget wrongs presumably done to them". 

The murder of Chief Ige and the swelling ranks of re-election related intolerance and violence 
should set the nation's political class thinking. The investigation into the murder is proving difficult 
perhaps because the prime suspect is linking the murder with the ruling party and implicating some key 
political figures. 
The state of political tension is not lost on the leadership and apart from general pronouncements it 
does not appear they are worried about the implication of any skewed transition-whether inter or intra 
party - on the nation's democracy and ability to manage its own affairs. President Obasanjo had 
implored Governor Adcsina to redouble his efforts as the Chief Executive of the most restive state in the 
South West of the country. The president has also said that he would not allow history to repeat itself, in 
apparent reference to the difficult process of transition witnessed in  

the past. From all indications it does not appear this warning would be adhered to by the contending 
forces. 

This is because Nigerians prefer to create their own rules, develop their own guidelines even in 
a field where the rules and guidelines are a universally settled affair. 

Conclusion 
The foregoing clearly bring out the thesis in this paper: The constant inability or even the 



criminal unwillingness of the political class to avoid repeating the same mistakes; and the fact that the 
South-West has established a reputation of being politically rigid in its adherence to a political creed 
from the first republic to the present. Such adherence and the insistence of the mainstream party to 
break-in had consistently threatened the survival of democracy. 

Identified as the problem is the greed of the political class and the nature of the Nigerian 
Constitution. It has been alleged that Ige's disposition explained the push of the ruling party to the area. 
The ruling party and Obasanjo were apparently watching all this especially after Ige lost out, against all 
expectation, to Olu Falae in the Selection for AD front-runner in the 1999 presidential race. Chief 
Obasanjo discerned in Ige a man who could readily be used to fight against his own people and ideology. 
Thus having Ige solves Obasanjo's own legitimacy problem. He was believed to have engaged him in 
his quest to break the Yoruba rank and create a winning streak for the PDF in the South-West come 
2003. It would remain a matter of conjecture as to how Ige would have responded to this calculation. 
However what is not lacking .in the South-West, as has been demonstrated, is the abundance of willing 
accomplices ready to help the ruling party perfect its design. Equally not lacking is the availability of 
those who intend to use all means necessary to thwart this design and for this class, "they neither forgive 
nor forget" and "they don't quarrel but fight and when they do, funerals follows". Would the contest of 
2003 bear this claim out? 

In "The 2003 Road Show", Ekpu shudders to think what will happen in 2003. It will be the true 
test of our democracy and the presidency would be the major battle ground, what with several zones 
claiming that 2003 is their turn. He blamed the Nigerian Constitution which made the office one of the 
most powerful in the world. He advocated for the reduction of its power and the stipulation of a five or six 
years tenures, so that the incumbent concentrates on leaving behind a lasting legacy instead of 
manipulating the system for a second term. 

It is also important for the political class of all hues but in particular the ruling party to show a lot 
of sensitivity and sensibility in this every critical moment of our democratic march to avoid making 
the same mistake over again. The South-West should be handled with care so as to break the jinx that has 
come to associate eruption in that area with the collapse of democracy. It is not certain for how long we 
will continue to perfect the art of walking on the brink of disaster without falling in. 2003 and passing the 
test will remove, for a while, the nagging question of the South-West in the nation's political longjam 
and erase one of our democratic deficits - the inability to conduct orderly inter or intra party elections 
and transfer of power. 

In attaining this objective it would be necessary to pursue a line of inquiry that will not invent 
myths but teach people its own particular contradictory truths. This is because until a people can and will 
face their own past, they will have no future. 
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